How does Google know my gender if I didn’t say it? Measuring how Google infers the gender of the users
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Introduction
Nowadays, online services like social networks or e-commerce sites (among many others) have the capacity of learning the preferences and interests of individual users based on their online activity. Furthermore, some of these online services have also access to the users’ personal data, like their phone number, their gender, their age, their neighborhood, or the places they visit. Using such knowledge and algorithms that they keep private, online services can generate very accurate user profiles, and use them to deliver personalized content. This personalization can be beneficial for the users, for example, when they receive good recommendations about films and TV series on their favorite streaming platform. However, personalization does not always benefit users. Previous work has shown that the algorithms used by online services to decide which content each particular user receives can in fact discriminate the user based on personal data, like gender, race, or geographical location (Hannak et al. 2014; Kliman-Silver et al. 2015; Hannák et al. 2017; Mikians et al. 2012). In addition, recent reports have revealed how Cambridge Analytica, a political consulting company, used Facebook data to try to influence users in national elections (Guardian 2018). All these facts have raised concerns in society, putting in the spotlight the importance of knowing which user data is collected by online services, how it is processed, and for which purposes.

Due to the demands of the online users and the pressure of new digital regulation (EU-GDPR), more online services have started to implement transparency tools like Google Ads Settings1. This platform that belongs to Google, gives users the capacity to edit the interests and categories associated with their account, as well as remove the historical data generated by their activities, as the videos watched on YouTube, the webs visited, and so on and so forth. Furthermore, Google Ads Settings not only provides the categories and interests associated with each account but also provides as a category the gender of the users even when these users don’t provide such personal data. This makes us wonder how Google infers the users’ gender.

• Is it a systematic phenomenon? or is it an isolated case what we have seen?
• If it is a systematic phenomenon, how does Google infer the gender of the users? Does it do it based on pure data analysis, for example, counting the number of females/males that have similar behavior?
• Could be possible that Google infers the gender based on categories and stereotypes? If Google does it, do the results change based on the user’s location?

Methodology
We develop a methodology that will help us to answer the previous questions. This methodology follows some steps:

Creating Google Accounts
The first step is to create a representative number of Google accounts without historical data associated with them. However, we need to take some considerations when we create such accounts:

• We don’t specify the gender of the account in the log up.
• The names of the accounts follow a specific pattern, experimentXpersonaX, where X is a random number. We want to create accounts with names that Google can’t use to infer the gender.
• All the accounts have the same age and nationality, in our case, Spanish and 40 years old.

Personas
The second step in the methodology is to create synthetic profiles, personas, that pretend to be real users with a strong preference for a certain topic or a combination of them (Carrascosa et al. 2015). Each persona consists of
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a set of 10 websites carefully selected and specialized in a certain category. We validated the categories of each website using third-party services like McAfee 2, OpenDNS 3, and VirusTotal 4. As an example, persona “Football” consists in a set of ten websites specialized in content related with “Football”. Furthermore, each website should contain third-party services that belong to Google embedded in the website, like google-analytics.com, doubleclick.com among others, to be sure that Google monitors our online activity.

Providing behavior to our Google Accounts

Once we have created the Google accounts and the set of personas, it’s the moment to provide a specific behavior to our Google accounts using those personas. To achieve that aim, we follow a methodology that consists of 5 different steps, as we present in Figure 1. For each new Google account that we have created, we open a new 1) Chrome session without historical data using selenium webdriver 5. Then 2) we login into the Google account. To give a strong behavior to our account, we choose a persona from our set and 3) we visit the 10 websites that compose such persona “N” number of times using the Chrome browser. We wait 8 hours in order to give time to Google to calculate and associate the categories to our Google account. Finally, after that time, 4) we visit Google AdSettings to 5) collect the categories and the gender associated with the account. In case that there is no gender, we compute it as a no_result. We repeat the same experimentation with all the Google accounts that we have used a different personas.

Preliminary Results

In this work in progress, our first objective is to measure how often Google infers the gender of the users that haven’t provide such information. We use 36 different personas associated with a different Google account. As we can see in Table 1, at the end of the experiment, 28 accounts were associated to Male gender, while 8 accounts were associated to Female and no_result, concluding that it is a systematic phenomenon. Also, we found some interesting patterns, highlighting the association of “Soccer” and “Business” with Male and “Pregnancy” and “Cuisine” with Female.

Table 1: Results of the 36 experiments. This table shows the relationship between the persona and the gender that Google infers, which can be Male, Female or no_result in case that Google wasn’t able to compute the gender of the user.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have detected that Google infers the gender of the users based on its online behavior even when users don’t provide it. However, we were not able to verify how Google infers users’ gender. We plan to repeat and extend the experiments in order to have a better and more complete knowledge of the process. Furthermore, we will run experiments changing the location of the users to study if the location affects the results.
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